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Our Project

The goal of our project is the development of a compact hybrid drive train to be used in a normal compact car. 
As a guideline, we use the drive train of the Pegasus race car, which successfully raced trough the 2009 
Formula-Hybrid competition on the Formula One track in Silverstone, UK.

The basic concept of the drive train shall be, as was the case with the preceding model,  a parallel configuration 
of the electric motor and the combustion engine. Calculations showed, that this configuration offers great 
energy saving potential.

The drive train of the Pegasus has been strongly optimized for race track operation (and after all to satisfy the 
restrictive race regulations in Silverstone). But this has some disadvantages for the use on our engine test 
bench, especially the painfully short maintenance intervals of the combustion engine. For the design of the new 
drive train, also extensive test bench operation shall be taken into consideration.
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Concept of a parallel hybrid drive train



The Team
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bachelor student, mechanical engineering

Roman Nüssli
bachelor student, mechanical engineering
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Prof. Dr. Lino Guzella
Institute for Dynamic Systems and Control

Dr. Christopher Onder

Daniel Wagner

Lucian Hanimann Manuel Redle
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The predecessor
During the years 2008 and 2009, 20 mechanical engineering students of the ETH Zürich and 4 electrical 
engineering students of the HSL Lucerne were developing a hybrid race car for the Formula-Student 2009 race 
in Silverstone, UK. The drive train has been designed as a single module, which can be removed from the 
vehicle within only 30 minutes. This compact unit can then be mounted in one piece on our engine test bench 
for further experiments.

Power train „Wolpertinger“ - compact parallel-hybrid drive train:

Electric motor
Power: 95 kW
max. Torque: 200 Nm
Efficiency: up to 95%
Weight: 50 kg

Combustion engine
Power: 30 kW
max. Torque: 30 Nm
Efficiency: up to 33%
Weight: 17 kg

Entire drive train
Assembly weight: 110 kg
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Achievements of the student projects from 2007 to 2010
In 2007 the ETH Zürich participated for the first time at the Formula Student competition in Silverstone 
(England) with a fuel powered race car. The car named “Albula” participated as well in competitions in 
Hockenheim (Germany) and Maranello (Italy), and barely missed the newcomer victory there.

During the year 2008 the next team developed a completely new and improved version of the race car : With 
their “Maloja” they could achieve a top 15 position in the overall classification in Silverstone.

The Hyb-Alpha
Concurrent to the development of the “Maloja”, a second team at the Institute for Dynamic Systems and 
Control started another ambitious project: To develop a hybrid race car of the same size and with comparable 
performance. The rather small group of the IDSC was able to reach their goal with a functional and powerful 
parallel-hybrid concept. In his first race in Italy, the “Hyb-Alpha” astonished the other participants and could 
collect some trophies, amongst others the overall victory.

The 2008 winners in Italy came from Zürich 
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The Pegasus
After the experience of the first hybrid race car team, the next years group was four times bigger and consisted 
of 24 students. That much manpower allowed them to design and manufacture a completely new car and drive 
train. After one year of development, assembling and testing the car was ready to participate at the Formula-
Student race in Silverstone (England), where a new category for alternative drive trains has opened. After one 
race week in rainy England, the Formula-Hybrid 2009 Team could place second in the overall ranking of the 
alternative drive train category.

The Formula-Hybrid 2009 Team in front of their race box at the Formula One race track in Silverstone, 
England
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Project Hermes

During the year 2009 to 2010 the drive train of the Pegasus race car was mounted on the engine test bench for 
further optimization:

• Preciser estimation of the state of charge of our batteries
• Better and faster control of the automated clutch 
• Calculation and implementation of an optimal driving strategy with respect to fuel consumption: 

optimization of the torque split between electric motor and combustion engine

To give our visitors a more practical experience of the driveability of a parallel-hybrid concept, a demonstrator 
has been developed. The drive train is operated via a pedal box ( with accelerator and braking pedal) in the 
control room and the test bench emulates the route to drive

The whole drive train of the Pegasus on the engine test 
bench of the IDSC. To carry out the experiments under
 conditions as realistic as possible, the original battery 
packs of the Pegasus are also used on the test bench.

The Pegasus on the roller test bench of the EMPA in Dübendorf, Switzerland.
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